
NOTES

Inside the ISnuffboxf
Duncan Campbcll writcs : Last week. thl' Gnardian
revealed that the Immigration Service receives
instructions on security suspects from a mysterious
Box 500.
Box 500 is MI5's lace curtain, one of a number of

aliases which it affects - not to the public, where
circumspection might. be justified, but to ministers
and other Whitehall security departments. Secret
reports on such trade union leaders as Jack Jones
and Hugh Scan Ion went to Edward Heath's minis-
ters, and to Harold Wilson, from Box 5qp. Like-
wise, cor.respondence from MI5 to other govern-
ment departments is headed only by a crown and
'Box 500, Parliament Street, London SW1'. MI5
formerly had a Whitehall telephone number to
match this cover; on moving recently to its present
headquarters at Curzon Street House near j3erkeley
Square, it abandoned this for an ordinary Mayfair
number. Its telex -is acknowledged by the answer-
'back code 'Snuffbox'.

Another cover address which has long since been
known to hostile intelligence services but is still
used is 'Room 055' at the Old War Office puilding
of the Ministry of Defence. In the Sixtic» this
address was used to try to recruit university students
as informants and potential agents. Last year, MI5
technical specialists registered for a scientific con-
ference as being from Room 055.
As last week's report commented, Box 5,OO'slist

of organisations whose members immigration offic-
ers should closely watch consisted mainly of well
known cold war Soviet fronts. But MI5/Bo,> 500
also have their own section of the Suspecfs Index,
the little black book which immigration officials
check to see if a person is of interest. -Besides basic
particulars, these contain an 'Action Code' for each
person, The codes include 'EXO' for people already
deported from the UK, 'UC' or 'NC' to indicate
undesirable characters to be excluded, and other
codes specifying limitations to be applied to length
of stay or employment. There are, however, around
1,000 British or commonwealth names with Action
Codes 'A' or 'AA', These are 'security suspects',
who need not be stopped entering or leaving, but
should be cross-examined in detail on their move-
ments or travel plans. Immigration officials are told
to report everything they learn immediately to
Special Branch officers at the airport, and then by
telephone to the 'Box 500' Duty Officer.
The top category, 'A', could include 'suspect

members of the British Communist Party', other
political activists or anyone else regarded as subver-
sive by MI5, 'AA' is less important, and immediate
notification is not required. Roughly 1,000 of the
10,000 entries in the British and Commonwealth
section of the Suspect Index are As and AAs. Some
600 to 700 of these are people whose movements
are of permanent interest to MI5.
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